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Changing Paradigms for Liver Resection of Colorectal Metastases
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Prometheus gave mankind wisdom and then suffered the

consequences; his liver was eaten each night by eagles and

regenerated each day. Surgeons educated by this tale have

been resecting liver tumors for years and seeing improve-

ment in patients’ survival. The criteria for liver resection in

patients with metastatic colorectal cancer have undergone a

metamorphosis over the last 50 years with even broader

boundaries. In Viganò et al.’s 1 article in this issue of the

Annals of Surgical Oncology, another potential barrier to

liver resection may have been lifted. They report that even

for patients whose tumor progresses on chemotherapy,

there is benefit from hepatic resection. Previous reports of

resection in patients with tumor progression have had poor

results.2,3 Some of the studies may have been too small or

had inadequate long-term follow-up. One such report ini-

tially described poor results, but on further follow-up and

with inclusion of more patients, the authors concluded that

there was no difference in survival after liver resection

between those whose tumor responded or progressed after

neoadjuvant chemotherapy. This may reflect a cautionary

tale about retrospective studies that are too small or do not

report long-term follow-up. The strength of this report is

that it is a large multi-institutional study.1 Of the 2,143

patients undergoing hepatic resection, 176 patients expe-

rienced tumor progression while on systemic neoadjuvant

chemotherapy and still had a 35 % 5-year survival. How-

ever, since the median follow-up is only 27 months, and

most patients in the study were entered after 2006 with data

collection stopping in 2010, the 5-year survival is only a

projected number. If these results hold up after longer

follow-up, Viganò et al.’s study would provide strong

support for the use of regional therapy, in this case, hepatic

resection, in patients with hepatic-only colorectal metas-

tases. An MSKCC study, looking at the question of

responders versus nonresponders to chemotherapy prior to

liver resection reported no difference in survival in the two

groups (59 vs 61 months for the responders vs progression,

respectively), with a follow-up time of 63 months.4 The

MSKCC study was a single-institution study where 80 %

of patients received postoperative (postop) therapy and

40 % postop hepatic arterial infusion (HAI). The patients

whose tumor progressed in the MSKCC study were more

likely to have positive margins when undergoing liver

resection, a factor not reviewed in the Viganò study. Vi-

ganò’s report also stated that poor-risk patients (more than

three metastases, lesions greater than 5 cm, or those with

CEA higher than 200 ng/ml) should be treated with further

chemotherapy prior to consideration of hepatic resection.

Is further systemic chemotherapy useful? Second-line

systemic chemotherapy has a low response rate averaging

20 % (range 11–35 %).5 The median survival from starting

second line treatment is about 11 months (range

9–14 months).5 In Viganò et al.’s analysis, patients who

progressed on chemotherapy with one negative factor such

as more than three liver metastases have a 29.9 % 5-year

survival when they undergo hepatic resection. The chances

of being alive at even 3 years with further systemic therapy

if a patient has tumor progression on first-line systemic

chemotherapy and has poor risk factors is less than 1 %.

Use of regional therapy with HAI after progression on

systemic therapy may be a more useful approach. Using

HAI oxaliplatin and systemic fluorouracil/leucovorin (FU/

LV), Ducreux et al. 6 observed a 64 % response rate in a

group of patients where 81 % had not responded to prior

systemic chemotherapy. At MSKCC, patients with unre-

sectable disease who had received previous systemic

chemotherapy and then received HAI-FUDR/dexametha-

sone and systemic (SYS) oxaliplatin/irinotecan had a tumor

response rate of 85 % with a median survival of 35 months

from the time of initiation of HAI.7 The major toxicities of
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HAI therapy are gastrointestinal and hepatic.26 Duodenal

ulcers can occur related to missed perfusions. Biliary

problems including biliary sclerous that occurs in 6 % of

patients (29 of 475) at MSKCC, can occur due to perfusion

of biliary ducts.8 Higher levels have been reported in other

institutions such as 23 % for biliary sclerosis in a French

study.9

WHAT CAN WE OFFER PATIENTS WHO HAVE

POOR RISK FACTORS?

Patients with poor risk factors tend to do worse whether

they are responding or progressing as pointed out in this

report where patients with[3 metastases had a significantly

worse survival. Nordlinger et al.10 first described a scoring

system that separated patients who had liver resections to

2-year survivals of 79 % versus 43 %, if scores were 0–2 or

5–7, respectively. At MSKCC, a clinical risk score including

one point for each risk factor (node status of primary, dis-

ease-free interval from primary to liver metastases \12

months, number of tumors [1, preoperative [preop]

CEA [200 ng/ml, and tumor size [5 cm) demonstrated a

great variation in 5-year survival with 60 % for a score of 0

and 20–14 % for scores of 3–5.11 How can we improve

results in patients with poor risk factors? Further regional

therapy may be of benefit. In a randomized study comparing

hepatic arterial infusion (HAI) plus systemic therapy (SYS)

versus SYS alone after liver resection, in the subgroup of

patients with poor clinical risk scores of 3–5, the 5-year

survival was 60 % for HAI ? SYS versus 30 % for SYS

alone.12 The systemic therapy used in this trial was FU/LV.

New agents possibly combined with targeted agents should

also be studied as adjuvant therapy after resection to try to

increase survival in these patients. In Viganò et al.’s paper

the authors say there was a decrease in progression with

bevacizumab (Bev) and cetuximab. It is not possible to draw

this conclusion from a retrospective study when only 15 %

of patients received Bev, 6 % cetuximab, and those receiv-

ing these drugs did not have a long follow-up (since these

drugs were only recently approved). We would also need to

see if patients given these new treatments had the same risk

score as other patients not receiving these drugs to clearly

say these treatments helped decrease progression.

SHOULD ALL PATIENTS GET PREOP

CHEMOTHERAPY

It is not clear from this report how many patients had

resectable disease prior to neoadjuvant therapy and what

complications arose from the preop chemotherapy. An EO-

RTC study reported an 8.1 % increase in progression-free

survival (PFS) with both preop and postop chemotherapy for

patients with resectable disease.13 It is not clear from the

EORTC study whether one could not obtain the same results

with just postop chemotherapy. Two problems with preop

chemotherapy are hepatic toxicity and shrinkage of some

lesions so they are no longer visible and therefore difficult to

resect. In an EORTC trial the complications were signifi-

cantly increased after neoadjuvant therapy, 25 versus 15.9 %

in the control group (p = 0.04). Systemic chemotherapy

increases steatosis, which increases the morbidity of sur-

gery.14 In some patients oxaliplatin increases liver function

tests and causes splenomegaly, and as the number of cycles

increases problems including thrombocytopenia and portal

hypertension increase.15,16 Steatohepatitis, which can be

seen after treatment with irinotecan, can lead to increased

mortality after liver resection.17 In a pooled analysis of two

randomized studies of postoperative adjuvant SYS-FU/LV

versus no further therapy after liver resection, the median

PFS was 27.9 months for the treated group and 18.8 months

for the surgery alone, similar to the EORTC study (24 vs

18 months for treated vs no chemotherapy), with a similar

patient base, that is, low-risk patients with low number of

metastases and similar low primary tumor stage.18 With the

limits of cross-study comparisons, there were similar results

for postop therapy with 5FU/LV versus preop and postop

therapy with FOLFOX. Other data in favor of postop therapy

includes randomized studies using postop HAI and SYS

versus SYS after liver resection where there was a significant

increase in PFS in three of the four large trials with HAI:

3-year PFS of 48–58 % with HAI ? SYS versus 23–39 %

with SYS alone.19–22 The systemic therapy used in these

studies was FU/LV. Some argue the same results could be

obtained with modern chemotherapy. A retrospective review

of 300 patients receiving HAI plus modern SYS versus

modern SYS alone after liver resection, showed a significant

increase in 3-year recurrence-free survival (RFS) with

HAI ? SYS 48 % versus 25 % for SYS alone.23

DISAPPEARING LESIONS

For patients with unresectable disease, preoperative

chemotherapy may decrease tumor size, decrease the

number of lesions, and lead to disappearance of lesions.

Some investigators have studied disappearing lesions and

have documented that a number are still present at resec-

tion, and if not seen still have remaining tumor cells.24 For

the complete responders in the Viganò study there is no

mention of what was removed or if there were complete

pathologic responses, but by 3 years 50 % of these patients

had recurrence. It would be interesting to know where the

recurrences occurred. There is some data to suggest com-

plete responses are more durable with HAI therapy with up
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to 87 % true complete responses in two series using HAI

therapy.8,25

The authors are to be commended for working together

and analyzing a large number of patients with hepatic

colorectal metastases. The cooperation achieved among

several medical institutions and multiple medical special-

ties is impressive. The authors documented the usefulness

of hepatic resection even when patients have progressive

disease on systemic chemotherapy, thus emphasizing the

importance of regional therapy for oligometastatic disease.
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